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HOW TO MONITOR A BOBCAT

I

had the pleasure of
meeting Tom Hardisky,
a PA Game Commission biologist who is an
expert on fur-bearing
animals at the Susquehanna County Fed-

eration of Sportsman’s
Club’s Banquet this
Spring. Tom was the
guest speaker this year
and he shared about
the Keystone State’s
animals, habitat, and
possible future.
One of the most interesting points in the
presentation was how
a team of PA biologists
gathered information on
bobcats to determine if
they had a population
and survival rate that
would warrant a more
aggressive hunting and
trapping season. Since

oversize claws and
faces of fury, were put
under and a small incithese and other preda- sion was made in the
tors really have no other abdomen where a small
animals to control their radio transmitter was
populations, it is critical placed. These transfor the PA Commission mitter implants were a
to know how sportsmen safe way to monitor the
can keep the animal kittens, because they
numbers in check.
would naturally outgrow
Tom explained that a collar and it could pofemale pregnant bob- tentially strangle them.
cats were live-trapped
The data collected
and collared with a ra- from these surveys
dio transmitter. The provided invaluable intransmitter allowed the formation to the Game
biologist to monitor and Commission and alkeep track of the cat lowed them to assess
and observe where her the population control
den site was located. factors of the PA bobcat.
The crews knew that It was determined that
momma bobcats usu- the average size litter
ally give birth to their of kittens was 3.7 and
kittens in brush piles. close to 75% of these
When they were born, young cats survived to
the biologists had to maturity.
look forward to climb-  Another topic preing and squeezing into sented by Tom was
these dens to retrieve about the trapping trathem. Chasing off the dition of North America
momma was probably and the role that the
easier than getting to beaver had in the explothe den!
ration of our continent
 When the kittens and the eventual exploiwere retrieved, the biol- tation of this industrious
ogist and veterinarians aquatic mammal.
set up portable operatIt was absolutely ining tables for a quick, triguing to realize that
sterile surgical process. a “fashion statement”
The little fur balls, with by King Charles of Eng-

land may have sparked
the demand for the soft
beaver felt for over 300
years. South America
can trace its early exploration to the quest
for gold. North America’s exploration, development, and early commerce was built around
the fur trade, especially
beaver products.
 By the 1600s, the top
hat was considered a
symbol of distinction in
the royal courts of Europe. Since the beaver
provided the absolute
best felt, it was decreed
that “nothing but beaver
stuff or wool shall be
used in the making of
hats” (Alfred 1986). The
beaver suffered near
extinction in Europe
and the world market,
then turned to North
America for skins and
castoreum.
Continued on page 2
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 Eventually the competition that developed
from the fur trade even
lead to war! The significance of this animal’s
role in North America
can not be underestimated.

A very special thanks to
Tom Hardisky of the
PA Game Commission!

Trapper’s hatchet and beaver
felt hat displayed at the
Antique Trappers Meeting.

Here are some more interesting beaver facts:
•	Beavers were so important to the economy of New York City that two beavers
appear on the city’s official seal.
• Native Americans considered the beaver a “Holy Animal.” The flesh was
considered a delicacy, the fat to treat frostbite, and the castoreum was used
for practically every human ailment.
•	Only the hair from beaver pelts was used to make the felt for hats. A solution
containing mercury, which causes a heavy metal poisoning to the nervous
system and eventually insanity, was used to remove the hair from the skin by
the hat maker. Thus the term – MAD HATTER!

THE GREAT NORTHEAST CLASSIC

This is a view of Hausmann’s Hidden Hollow
that you can’t get from the road.

Tucked into the ridge

directly across from
my mountain home is a hidden hollow. It’s a perfect
description for the Hausmann family’s sporting clay range.
Every year in early June there are three days that I
know a side by side classic tournament is underway at
Hausmann’s Hidden Hollow. The echoing “Pow! Pow!” and
“Wham! Wham!” of vintage double barrel shotguns is the
telltale sound of the Great Northeast Classic taking place.
Not everyone owns or will ever own some of the shotguns
that are on display at the shoot (myself included) in that
there are some there worth over $80,000! But I do enjoy
visiting the displays and talking to people from all over the
United States who come to little old Friendsville for this
event. RST, Ltd. Classic Shotshell Inc. is a main sponsor
of the American side by side Classic.

—Ernie Hausmann

Morris Baker, co-founder of
RST, making the rounds
Ernie Hausmann, owner of Hidden Hollow

Mr. and Mrs. Alex Papp
providing thousands of rounds of
Classic Shot Shell for the shoot.
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NEW IMPROVED

Buck Forage Oats

Maybe there was no reason to improve

Dr. Kroll explains the
aggressive growth of Buck
Forage Oat “Tillers” (Shoots).

it, but they did anyway! Pictured here is
Dr. Kroll at a test site for Buck Forage
Products’ new variety of oats. Only years
of diligent research and breeding can ultimately give the consumer the best winter
hardy whitetail deer approved forage oat.
The sad fact is that our competition offers
the varieties of oats that have either been
rejected, unproven, or simply not bred for
true whitetail forage.

Morgan Butler tells us how the
deer do the “judging” at this
stage of research. They judge
by consuming what they like
best!
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Unselfish Investment For The Future

T

hree members of the Susquehanna Branch Quality Deer
Management need to be congratulated on an outstanding
job of investing in the future of wildlife. Matt Sellers, Denise
Sellers and Bob Wagner organized a Dunstan Chestnut
tree sale that totally surpassed all expectations they may
have had. As the sale progressed, they had to increase the
order many times as landowners jumped at the chance to
plant this worthy tree. The Dunstan Chestnut tree may take
several years before its first crop of nuts may be noticed,
but when these nuts produce, they will benefit a wide variety of animals. An added bonus to this great effort was

that several dozen chestnut trees were donated to the Pa.
Game Commission for planting on state game lands. Another tree sale will be in the works for next year, and if you
are interested in ordering, please contact the Sellers at denisesellers@epix.net. For more information on the Dunstan
Chestnut tree, please contact the folks at Realtree Nursery.
Special thanks to Bob Wallace at Realtree Nursery. For pictures and information on the Dunstan chestnut trees, visit
Realtrees’ website at www.realtreenursery.com for more
great history of the chestnut tree.

THE MOST IMPORTANT TREE IN AMERICAN HISTORY
The American Chestnut was the most important food and
timber tree species in the Eastern hardwood forest. It was
almost completely destroyed by a bark fungus accidentally
introduced from the Orient in 1904. Within 40 years, over
30 million acres of chestnut trees were killed from Maine to
Georgia and west to the Mississippi. This tragedy was the
largest ecological disaster in American history.
The chestnut was an amazingly useful tree: its plentiful
nuts were eaten by people and wildlife, its beautiful, rotresistant lumber was used for everything from furniture to
fence posts, and its tannin used in the tanning industry. The
loss of the chestnut, at the time of the Great Depression,
had a devastating effect on the people and wildlife of
the Appalachian mountains. The economic loss from the
chestnut’s demise amounted to untold millions of dollars.
The American Chestnut was the primary food source tree for
wildlife – deer, bear, turkey, squirrel, hogs – and produced
literally a TON of mast or more per acre! Chestnuts were the
favored food in the fall for game, because the sweet-tasting

nuts were high in protein, carbohydrate and had no bitter
tasting tannins like acorns.
Chestnuts are favored by deer over all other nuts because of
their taste and nutrition. They are high in carbohydrates (40%),
contain 10% high quality protein and no bitter-tasting tannin.
Chestnut-fed pork is the sweetest pork there is. In Spain,
hogs are raised on chestnuts because of the excellent
flavored meat it produces. Estremaduran pork is an
international delicacy. Venison from chestnut-fed deer tastes
like corn-fed venison, without the gamey taste of deer that
feed on bitter-tasting acorns.
We grow the Dunstan Chestnut, bred by noted plant breeder
Dr. Robert Dunstan, because of its disease resistance and
heavy annual crops of very large, sweet nuts. Dunstan
Chestnuts have been grown for 30 years all over the US,
in Zones 4-9 from Maine to Michigan and Illinois and south
to Florida, without any trees ever dying from the blight
(see “Testimonials”). In our field tests, deer readily choose
chestnuts over acorns, and there are deer feeding in our
orchard every night during harvest season.
Dunstan Chestnuts grow faster and bear sooner (in only 2-4
years) than oaks, have wide soil adaptability, have regular
annual bearing (no skipped years like all oak species) and
excellent production – 2,000+ lbs/acre or more. The tree
pictured to the left was planted on the farm in 1984 and is
over 50’ tall with excellent timber form.

Dr. Robert
Dunstan
Matt Sellers, Denise Sellers, and Bob Wagner
prepare Dunstan Chestnut saplings for pick up.
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Tips From TEXAS

A

t our Spring meeting at Dr.
Kroll’s research center in Nacogdoches, Texas, Rob Hughes
explains the importance of inoculating legumes. Rob is a land
manager and wildlife biologist
with the Sender Seed Co. in San
Antonio, Texas.
 Pictured here, Rob is mixing
the powdered inoculants with
Buck Forage Peas. He adds a
little soda to make the inoculants
stick to the seed. The inoculant is a living organism that
is crucial for any legume to develop its root system for nitrogen fixation. Legumes essentially, through this process,
take nitrogen from the atmosphere and add it to the soil.
This again adds support to the practice of planting clover
with chicory. The clover(a legume) is a chemical factory that
produces the nitrogen that the chicory loves.
 Each variety of legume requires it’s own type of inoculants. In other words, the inoculants for soybeans is not the
same bacteria that is used for clover. A bag of inoculants

www.BinghamtonAgway.com

RENT
ME!

is very inexpensive and actually goes a long way. However, being a living organism,
its shelf life is not very long.
Keep this in minds if you are
using carry over seed or legume seed that you are not
sure of. It may have a germination tag, but there is no way
of knowing the condition of
the inoculants. In any case for
a few dollars more, re-inoculate your seeds.
Rob mixes a few ounces of
 Another precaution in plantsoda to make the inoculant
ing large seeds such as soybean or peas, is to do a ger- “stick” to the Buck Forage Peas.
mination test of your own. Seeds are sometimes made
available through organizations and in most cases they are
outdated seeds that cannot be legally sold. It’s a very easy
procedure to do your germination test. Count out 100 seeds
and plant them in a warm, moist soil bed. Count the number
of seeds that germinated. If 75 seeds germinated, this is a
good indicator that you will need to plant 25% more seed
to the recommended seed rate. Seed rates are very important to your success. Over seeding “crowds out” your plants
and under seeding is going to allow lots of bare ground for
weeds

BINGHAMTON AGWAY
145 Broad Ave. • Binghamton, NY 13904
P: 607-723-7409 • F: 607-723-3853
Mon – Sat 8am – 6pm • Sun 9am – 4pm

Fast Acting Lime for Food Plots
Lime is rich in nutrients that foster healthy soil for flourishing plants and
is a great way to raise soil pH. Soil naturally becomes acidic over time,
gradually locking up nutrients that are essential for productive plant
growth. Fast Acting Lime quickly raises soil pH, so you’re on your way
to a more lush lawn or garden in no time at all! Plus, it’s easy to use,
virtually dust-free, and safe to use around kids and pets!

Whitetail Institute’s Arrest and Slay
for Food Plot Grass and Weed Control
Landscaping / Food Plot Package
DR Roto Tiller
Everything you need for landscaping projects or putting in bigger
gardens or food plots is included with this package. You’ll receive the
Electric-Start ROTO-HOG Power Tiller, the Spreader Attachment for
broadcasting seed, and the Culti-packer Attachment for improving
seed contact. And don’t forget to pick up a bag of our Fast Acting Lime!

Grasses and weeds can crowd out your carefully planted
perennial food plots by competing with them for valuable
space, nutrients and moisture. Arrest and Slay are the only two
herbicides on the market that are packaged and specifically
developed for food plots. Arrest is a herbicide that will control
most grasses without harming clover, alfalfa, chicory or any
W.I. perennial product. Slay is field-tested and proven effective for controlling broadleaf weeds in
clover or alfalfa fields. Using the right herbicide can eliminate the need for replanting as often and
ensure that your food plots have maximum longevity. Arrest and Slay have been thoroughly tested
for use on food plots and either can be easily applied with a 4-wheeler or tractor sprayer.
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WILDERNESS SURVIVAL EVENT
AT SALT SPRINGS
by LIZ HOLBERT

O

n a beautiful weekend
towards the end of April,
when spring was kicking into
full swing, the final event of
Susquehanna County Reads:
The Hunger Games, took
place. The “Reads” committee put together a program of
events based on the book by
Suzanne Collins. In The Hunger Games, a post-apocalyptic
North America is separated into
twelve districts where each
district is in charge of a certain

Ed Price set a snare.

industry to serve the Capitol. To remind the districts of
their rebellion in a previous
attempt at revolt, every year,
two teenagers are required to
fight to the death in the Hunger
Games. Suzanne Collins’ book
is a well-written cautionary
tale about greed, tyranny, and
an invasive media. And with
the release of the movie at
the end of March, Collins’ tale
has taken the world by storm.
The influence of the book
has trickled down into some
surprising avenues! The world
of wildlife management and
wilderness sports has been
hugely affected by the rise
in popularity of The Hunger
Games. In the book, the main
character is required to provide for her family and does
so through the means of ar-

chery, trapping, and basic
knowledge of survival skills
and edible plants. Because of
the importance of archery to
the story, Sportsman’s shops
all over the country have not
been able to keep archery
supplies on their shelves.
People of all ages are starting
to show interest in a longforgotten sport and art form.
At the Wilderness Survival
Event at Salt Springs, readers
in the County Reads program
had the opportunity to experience three elements of survival
as were used in The Hunger
Games. Mark Thomas, camp
manager of Camp Iroquoina,
led an archery demonstration,
allowing attenders to try their
hand at the sport. Ed Price,
of the District 9 trapper’s association, had a large display
of specimens set up, as well
as a display of easy traps that
one might need to build in a
survival situation. Kristen Battle
of the Girl Scouts presented as

Jen Ivens shoots a bow for the
first time and gets hooked on
the sport of archery!

well – a seminar on how to survive from a few basic everyday
items, explaining their importance in a survival situation.
The event was well-attended
and everyone enjoyed themselves in the beautiful weather.
A crowd of readers and a crowd
of sportsmen rarely come to
the same event, but it was
encouraging to see the two
mix, as readers learned more
about the art of wilderness
sportsmanship and sportsmen
learned about the ability of life
to imitate art.

Monday - Friday: 7 AM – 5 PM
Saturday: 7 AM – 2 PM
Sunday: 8 AM – 1 PM

TAYLOR RENTAL

PHONE: 570-278-1131 FAX: 570-278-3835
www.andreandson.com
Store Hours
Mon - Fri 7:00 am - 6:00 pm Sat 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

we have everything you need for your food plots!!
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Josh Ely - Prop
570-278-4555
Grow Avenue • Montrose, PA 18801

Good Times Sportfishing
215 Graham Hollow Road
Hallstead, PA 18822
gdxsportfishing@hotmail.com
607-768-9121
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Brothers Bag Birds
s the early morning sun broke over the landscape, two
Urian brothers lay asleep in their beds. Although it was the
first day of the youth mentored hunt, their dad, Kevin, was
guiding the young winner of the NWTF Hunt of a Lifetime
on another property, miles
away. All that changed
with one quick phone call.
 It was 7:30 in the morning
and the winner of the
special hunt downed her
bird at 6:15 AM. That hunt
was over but the morning
was not. Kevin called his
wife, Donna, to announce
that he was coming home
to hunt with his boys and
he was bringing
Grand National
Junior Champion
caller Hunter Wallis
with him. Donna
immediately woke,
dressed and fed the
boys, Bryce age 10
and Luke, 8. She

D.A.N.Z.

Automotive Service and Repair
For all of your service needs.

570-278-1387

54 Hollister Drive
Montrose, PA 18801

“Quality service at
honest prices.”

Light/Medium Duty Trucks

glanced up the hill from the kitchen window
to see a Tom, in full strut, with three hens
in the horse pasture. Kevin and Hunter arrived with Jason,
a videographer tagging along to capture the event. They
hurriedly picked up the boys, the 20-gauge and the .410 and
headed up the hill to where Donna previously spotted the birds.
Just below the crest of the hill, Kevin motioned the group
to stay out of sight while he scouted the area with binoculars.
Then while Hunter set out the Avian decoys, the remaining
party kept out of sight. Hunter paired with Bryce while Luke
went with his dad. More than one gobbler answered Hunter’s
call from the edge of the hayfield out of sight of their pursuers.
Each call made by Hunter was wildly answered indicating
the birds were approaching with determination. The Toms
went quiet. A few moments later, Kevin and Luke picked

out the sounds of drumming
and spitting. Kevin took the
safe off the .410 instructing
Luke to wait for the head to
appear. One more call from
Hunter and the gobbler perked
up. Head up, bird down!
The victory was announced by
phone to Donna who joined
the group to take photos. She advised the hunters that
the neighbor had called reporting three strutters behind
her barn. Donna took Luke back to the house as the rest
made their way through the woods to the neighboring farm.
One call from Hunter
located the birds on a
distant ridge at the other
end of the pasture. The
group quickly crossed
the pasture. Once again
Hunter set out the
decoys and called. Four
gobblers answered and
approached. Once again
father and son waited and
once again the sound of
the shotgun rang through
the air and a bird was
downed.
It was the
first bird
for both Bryce and Luke. Both birds weighed
18 pounds. Luke’s bird had a 9¼ inch beard
and ¾ inch spurs. Bryce’s bird measured 8½
inches with spurs measuring ¾ inch. Kevin’s
“Proud Father” smile was immeasurable!

Import/Domestic Cars and Trucks

A

By DONNA SALKO
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Jakes Hunt of a Lifetime
By DONNA SALKO

N

o one could have predicted or imagined the success of
the Jakes Hunt of a Lifetime sponsored by the NWTF and the
Northern Counties Full Fan Chapter. All the elements were in
place. Still, the outcome was much more than the sum of the
parts. Two years ago, the Northern Counties Full Fan Chapter
volunteered to host the event. For the entirety of 2011, the
hunt was advertised and talked about at every NWTF event
across Pennsylvania. One lucky young hunter would win the
hunt; the other would be the highest bidder at auction. Tressa
Harlan, 14, of Ridgway, PA, and Stephanie Nehrig, 16, of
Homer City, PA, were the two young hunters who would be
coming to our area to try for a wild Eastern turkey. Locally, the
two year Grand National Junior Champion turkey caller and
member of the elite turkey caller team for Zink Calls, Hunter
Wallis, Greenfield Township, agreed to volunteer his time

and skill to the event. Walter Bingaman, one of the state’s
Regional Directors, was also on hand to assist the Chapter.
Behind the scenes, days prior to the arrival of the hunting
guests, Ken Bannon and Kevin Urian scouted area and
put up blinds. Walt Bingaman and Jeff Wallis aided in the
two blind setup on the 1800-acre Salko property. With
all systems in place, the two families arrived on Friday
afternoon for a meet and greet cookout hosted by Greg
and Donna Salko. Board members Jim Dovin, Kevin Urian,
Ken Bannon with Donna Salko grilled and served while
the girls and their families mingled and fished. Hunter
Wallis guided the girls in some late evening roosting.
Morning came all too quickly, but hot coffee, bacon,
sausage and eggs with biscuits at 4:00 AM got everyone
on the move. The strategy was for Tressa, her dad,
Hunter, Kevin and Jason the videographer to use the
blind setup at Salkos. Stephanie, her dad, Kenny and
Walt would go to the farm of Mark Lopatofsky. Donna
and Jeff would clean up breakfast and set up for lunch.
Down on the grass road on the Salko property, Hunter began
his soft calling just at daybreak. Everyone was at full alert
when the call was answered. They heard the flydown! Hunter
continued his calling. In a very short time, three jakes and

a gobbler appeared
cresting a small hill
on the grass road.
The older bird was
more hesitant, but
with coaxing from
Hunter Wallis, all four
came running to the
decoys. The hunt
was over by 6:15 AM
with Tressa proudly
posing for photos with
her first ever turkey,
a 14 pound jake.
Meanwhile, at the
Lopatofsky farm, fog
covered most of the
a r e a , y e t a s Wa l t Back: Tressa Harlan, Hunter Wallis,
Stephanie Nehrig,
and Kenny called,
Front: Luke and Bruce Urian
eight large gobblers
immerged through the smoky landscape to check out the
decoys. Stephanie was ready, Walt was doing video and
although the first shot did not down the bird, Stephanie’s
trap shooting experience kicked in and she scored a 20 lb.
tom with a 9½ inch beard and 7/8 inch spurs. It was 8:30
AM! With so much of the morning left, Hunter, Kevin and
Jason hurried to Urian homestead where Kevin’s two young
sons were getting ready for their first hunt. By the time the
morning was over and with Hunter’s expert calling, Luke,
8, and Bryce, 10, both bagged their first-ever turkeys. Both
birds weighed in at 18 pounds with Luke’s bird sporting a 9¼”
beard while Bryce’s bird measured in at 8¾”. Four completely
amazing hunts on the first day of the youth hunt season!
The entire crowd feasted on wild turkey soup at Salko’s while
stories were exchanged and numerous photos were taken. The
afternoon was taken up with the cleaning of harvested birds
and video analysis of the hunts. Dinner at the Waymart Hotel
finished the day and exhausted hunters, guests, and board
members, now all friends, enjoyed each other’s company.
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Woody Elite
Stealth
Premium
Hunting Boot

MUCKBOOTCOMPANY.COM
find us on facebook.com/muckboot

LANDCLEARING

MULCH

Hunting for a

reliable local
printer?

Search
no
more!

ROBERT HEED			
CELL: 570-362-2092		
OFFICE: 570-965-2204

11287 SR 3004
SPRINGVILLE, PA. 18844
rhlinc@yahoo.com

607-729-2477
www.curcioprinting.com
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We care for your forest!
Providing Quality
Forest Management Services
to the forest landowner!
Call us for a free consultation at
570-836-1133
or toll free at
1-800-290-1433

BUYERS OF LOGS,
STANDING TIMBER AND
TIMBERLANDS

Your Woodlot Is Valuable –
Manage It Wisely

Sportsmen Serving Sportsmen
GUNS * ARCHERY * PRO SHOP
FISHING SUPPLIES * LIVE BAIT * LICENSES
* Everything for the outdoors sportman
M-F: 8-8 SAT: 7-6 SUN: 8-4
ROUTE 12 SOUTH NORWICH, NY. 13815
www.mayhoods.com

Ph: (607) 334-2001

Mayhood’s
Customer Appreciation Day
Sat. August 11th
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Cochecton Mills now offers:
* ALL PHASES OF
RESIDENTIAL
CONSTRUCTION

YOU WON’T
CATCH US SITTING
DOWN ON THE JOB!

Antelope Hunts
with Bow or Rifle
our Specialty!
Local PA references
available
upon request!

* Hunting Supplies
* Hunting Boots by “Muck”
* Hardware/Plumbing/Electrical Supplies
* Farm Supplies, Inc. Animal Health Products
* Dog and Cat Food * Bird Seeds & Suet
* As well as our well known feeds,
seeds & grains
Stop by and visit our expanded farm
merchandise store today!

Phones: (570) 224-4144 or (845) 932-8282
Cochecton, NY 12726
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HO Mart Convenience Stores
242 Church St., Montrose
519 State Route 492, New Milford
1503 E. Main St., Susquehanna

By GOODRICH IMPLEMENT

Justin Smith

Felix-Hinds Garden Center

1-800-635-7505
745 Harry L. drive,
Johnson City, NY.

1685 State Route 706, Montrose

Hinds Oil and
Felix-Hinds Propane
60 Post St., Montrose

FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED
FOR OVER 70 YEARS

Sienko Forest Products & Training
Custom Land Management
Get what YOU want from your property:
					
					

* Improved natural wildlife habitat
* Food plot establishment, cultivation & fertilization
* An eventual return on your investment

					
				
(healthier wildlife population +/ timber stand improvement)
Contact: Dave Sienko
Phone/Fax 570-879-6509
Email: golog@epix.net
Sienko Forest Products is and award winning company
with 30+ years experience
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Three Tunkhannock bear cubs being taught what a bird feeder is!

“spots and silence”
the first defense

Photos by
Charlie Dix

CHOCONUT MARKET
681 McCollum Road
Montrose, PA 18801

Rt. 267
Choconut, Pa.

*

Gulf Gas Large Grocery Dept.
Fresh Deli Meats Western Beef

*

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Dennis Carey - 570-553-2192

Office phone & fax number:
570-278-8655      
Cell: 607-237-2102
      

Email:  mooneybuilders@gmail.com
Website: www.mooneybuilders.com
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Michael J. Giangrieco
attorney at law
60 Public Avenue
P.O. Box 126
Montrose, Pa 18801-0126
hallstead 570-879-4115
Montrose 570-278-4026 570-278-4425
fax 570-278-4662

As avid sportsmen and wildlife managers, we understand your questions and concerns about natural gas
leases and pipeline proposals...Please give our office a call if we can be of service.
Thank You

FLYNN’S STONE CASTLE
WHERE RT’S 706, 267 AND GOOD FRIENDS MEET
BREAKFAST & lUNCH sPECIALS
M - F 6:00 AM - 9:00 PM
SAT & sUN 7:00 AM - 9:00 PM
934-2822
HARDWARE STORE HOURS
MON-SAT 7:30 AM - 5:30 PM
SUN 9:00 AM - 2:00 PM

might
never know
run
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what
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‘Cause you
run into.
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never know
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Daniel R Ricci Jr Ins Agcy Inc
Dan Ricci Jr, Agent
70 Lathrop Street
Daniel R PA
Ricci
Jr Ins Agcy Inc
Montrose,
18801
Dan Ricci Jr, Agent
Bus: 570-278-3877
70 Lathrop Street
Montrose, PA 18801
Bus: 570-278-3877
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®
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70 Lathrop
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Ricci Jr, AgentHaving me as your agent means
Montrose, PA 18801
70
Lathrop
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Bus: 570-278-3877

CALL FOR A QUOTE 24/7.

I’m your agent for that.

Having me as your agent means

Montrose, PA 18801
you when you need it. So when
you have a real person there to help
Bus: 570-278-3877accidents happen,having
State
Farm Mutual
Automobile
Insurance
someone
who canyou
get the
job
when
you
need
it.Company
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1001177.1
StateIndemnity
Farm Mutual
Automobile
Insurance Company
State Farm
Company
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1001177.1
done right, and right away.
State Farm Indemnity Company Bloomington, IL
accidents happen, you have
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
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LEARN TO FLY

®

done right, and right away.
SCENIC FLIGHTS * FLIGHT TRAINING *AIR CHARTER
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
CALL FOR A QUOTE 24/7.
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State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
State Farm Indemnity Company s Bloomington, IL
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Endless Mountains Air, Inc
Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance CompanyCome & Visit
Seamans State
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727 Windsock Lane
Factoryville, PA 18419
Phone: 570.945.5125
Fax: 570.945.7222

If you want a birdseye view of your
food plots or gas activity in your area,
call Seamans for a great experience

s

our large selection of
Stoves & Fireplaces
(gas, wood, pellet & electric)
and discuss your needs
with our expert staff
in Kingsley, Pa.

Fax: 570-278-2581
E-mail: tallpines@epix.net
www.tallpinesfarm.com

RR 2 Box 157
Kingsley, PA
18826

570-278-3071
1-800-927-6848
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TM

The Dr. Deer Forage Management System is:
Buck Forage Oats for
hunting season attraction
Buck Forage Chicory and
Buck Forage Peas for warm
season nutrition.
 Buck Forage Clover for
spring stress period.
Watch educational videos of this system in place at Buck
www.buckforagetv.com

www.buckforage.com 1-800-299-6287

Smitty’s Construction
Inc.
All Phases of Construction

Todd W. Smith
General Contractor

Double Ground Brown
Pick up here or We’ll deliver
M-F 8:30am-4pm, Sat 9am-Noon
RT 267 3 miles N of Lawton
Conboy Lumber 570-934-2296

195 High School Road
Montrose, PA 18801
570-278-4530
Cell: 607-237-6663

smittysconstruction@stny.rr.com
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GVEMS STAFFERS HELP LOCAL VETS

Laceyville, PA – Staff from Greater Valley EMS joined

Hunts for Healing in Laceyville, PA, to provide service to
our American War Veterans last month. Greater Valley
EMTs Colby Holbert and CPR Coordinator Jeff Rosenheck
traveled to Laceyville to work with more than twenty dedicated volunteers who work with the wounded soldiers to
provide complimentary First Aid, CPR, and AED training.
The March 11th training was provided to better prepare the
volunteers for potential injury while participating in outdoor
activities with veterans.
Hunts for Healing, founded in February 2009, provides
quality care, compassion, and respect for wounded soldiers who defend our country by sharing their love of the
great outdoors. Veterans who have successfully completed
a mental and physical evaluation are empowered to participate in outdoor programs including hunter safety, clay target shooting, fishing, camping, and upland and small game
hunting.
Participants in the Hunts for Healing program include soldiers returning from military missions in Iraq and Afghanistan who have lost limbs, vision, or hearing, have imbedded
shrapnel or flesh burns, head injuries, and other trauma as
a result of combat. Volunteer guides, mentors, and trained
field dogs provide an opportunity for these American

Colby Holbert (far left) and Jeff Rosenheck (far right)
heroes to participate in physical, emotional, and spiritual
healing, away from the sights and sounds of hospitals.
Greater Valley EMS looks forward to continuing this partnership with Hunts for Healing in the future by providing
continued training. Those interested in working with the
Hunts for Healing project can visit their website at huntsforhealing.org. Greater Valley EMS, dedicated to providing expert community education, also provides regular First
Aid, CPR, and AED courses, which can be found at gvems.
org. For further questions regarding GVEMS, CPR training,
and the new partnership with Hunts for Healing, contact Jeff
Rosenheck at rosenheck_jeff@gvems.org.

RST manufactures PREMIUM 2 and BEST
GRADE 2” & 21/2” shotgun shells, offering the widest
range of loading available for classic older guns and
shooters seeking performance and reduced recoil.

To find the Buck Forage
product dealer closest
to you
call me:
Jim Holbert

570-553-1651 * www.RSTSHELLS.COM

570-934-2625
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Lyme Disease
Awareness

Beware of believable but
untrue information about
tick removal. Recently there
have been all kinds of claims
about easy tick removal and
an almost dismissive attitude
about Lyme disease. But if
you or your loved ones spend
much time outdoors, please
read this article by a young
woman whose dreams of
becoming a doctor and whose
health was destroyed by this
disease. She presents factual
information and her story.
Visit www.freewebs.com/
lymeandautism for more
information.

Our Story

Who would have ever thought
that time spent in the garden
I loved so dearly would have
caused us all so much pain...

I have always been a person
who loves the outdoors.
I have always spent as
much time in my yard as
I could. So, when I was
pregnant with my third child,
it was no different. During
my first trimester, I spent a
considerable amount of time
working in my garden at our
suburban home near Albany,
NY. I don’t remember a tick
bite. I never had the “bullseye” rash. I just remember
waking up one morning with
extremely swollen glands in
the right side of my neck,
believing that I was going to
come down with something,
and then it just went away.
A few weeks after that, I had
become increasingly fatigued
and everything seemed
to ache. I dismissed it as
just pregnancy symptoms

and never gave it a second
thought. Then one morning I
woke up with what I thought
was a pinched nerve in
the right side of my back. I
was about fourteen weeks
pregnant at the time. I had
a strange, tingling sensation
that extended down my leg.
I was told to lie down and
rest, which I did. The tingling
began to progress to all
four extremities. The next
day I began to lose fine
motor function in my hands.
I immediately went to the ER
at a local hospital and was
admitted to the neurology
unit with suspected GuillianBarre. During my time there,
my symptoms progressed
to include numbness in all
four extremities, face, and
abdomen, tachycardia (fast
heart rate), unsteady gait and
balance difficulties, tinnitus
(ringing in the ears), and
a plethora of other bizarre
symptoms. Around this
time, my parent’s (who were
also my neighbors), dog

2216 Booth Road 	Hallstead, Pa. 18822
570-278-2553
willsher@epix.net

was diagnosed with Lyme
disease. I was convinced
that I had Lyme disease,
but none of the physicians
felt that my symptoms were
consistent with Lyme. Despite
my strange symptoms, my
tests all came back relatively
normal. I did have one
positive Lyme ELISA and
one equivocal ELISA and
a slightly abnormal white
blood cell count, but my
MRI, lumbar puncture, and
nerve conduction studies
were all normal. The Western
Blot eventually came back
negative.
The day before my discharge,
I began to experience terrible
head and neck pain and
the left side of my body
had begun to twitch and
move involuntarily. I was
still discharged and returned
home. A day after my
discharge, I was back in the
ER. I had begun vomiting and
was unable to eat or stand
upright due to the pain in my
continued on next page

Two old “but wise” trappers, Willie Kasten and Larry Felton
try to remember how to set this trap without getting hurt!

Order Form For Home Delivery
Send to: Jim Holbert • 1201 California Road • Montrose, PA 18801
Your Name: _________________________________________________________________
Address:
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Phone:
_________________________________________________________________
Please send $10.00 for lifetime membership to Wildlife Management News.
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Our Story continued

head and neck. I had lost ten pounds in
less than a week and the left side of my
body was still twitching uncontrollably.
They ran more labs at the ER, which
showed mild hypoglycemia, but were
otherwise normal. I was told that there
was nothing medically wrong with
me and that I should “see someone
to evaluate my level of stress.” I was
discharged from the ER and sent
home. Less than 24 hours after that
trip to the ER, I found myself sitting
in the ER at a different hospital. My
symptoms had continued to progress
and I was becoming increasingly ill.
My OB admitted me to the hospital
for hyperemesis. I was given IV fluids
and round the clock demerol and
phenergan. I was given one dose of
IV rocephin because of the possibility
of Lyme, but that was not continued. I
was stabilized and sent home after a
few days.
Things seemed to settle down a bit
after that. I was still tired and everything
ached and my feet were numb, but the
most severe symptoms had dissipated.
I was still convinced that I had Lyme
disease, but no one would listen to what
I had to say. I had an old prescription
for amoxicillin, so I began taking it.
Within a few days, I began to feel better,
but that was short lived. After about
a week on the amoxicillin, I began to
have severe abdominal pain. Afraid
that I was causing more harm than
good and frightened for the well-being
of my baby, I stopped the medication.
The abdominal pain was gone, but my
symptoms were back.
Not long after that, I saw an infectious
disease doctor for possible Lyme
disease. He ran a number of tests,
including additional Lyme tests. My
Western Blot was “negative,” but
showed one reactive IgM band at the
23kd location. (I have since learned
that this is considered to be equivocal
by many Lyme-literate doctors.) The
lab also only listed the bands included
in the CDC’s diagnostic criteria, so I do
not know if I had a response to any of
the other bands. I did have an elevated
ASO titer and was misdiagnosed with
acute rheumatic fever and placed on
low dose prophylactic penicillin therapy.
Life was quiet for a while.
In December of 2004, I delivered my third
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child – a beautiful and healthy baby boy.
Other than being very jaundiced for the
first two months of his life, he appeared
to be perfectly normal. After his delivery,
I went to see a rheumatologist because
I was still experiencing significant joint
pain. He ran more Lyme tests, which
were, of course, negative. He also told
me that there was no way that I had
acute rheumatic fever. He informed
me that I “had as much muscle tone
as someone who had been bedridden”
and that I should “lose weight, exercise,
and come back to see him in a year.”
Needless to say, that was the last time
I saw that doctor. Since I no longer had
the diagnosis of acute rheumatic fever,
I discontinued the penicillin.
That June I found out that I was pregnant
again. That was the beginning of a
terrible turn in my health. I began
experiencing severe abdominal pain
and diarrhea, tinnitus, major balance
difficulties, spontaneous bleeding in
my fingers, low B12 levels, headaches,
increased joint pain and fatigue, attacks
of severe hypoglycemia, syncope, hair
loss, strange visual disturbances, joint
deformity in my hands, severe “brain
fog,” forgetfulness and word finding
difficulty, and many, many more strange
symptoms. I couldn’t remember what
side of my car the gas tank was on,
how to put the words together to say
“chocolate milk,” and even spaced out
when I was driving and forgot where
I was or where I was going. I was 27
years old at the time. I was evaluated
for possible multiple sclerosis, lupus,
and rheumatoid arthritis. My tests all
came back negative and my symptoms
continued to progress. I spent a
considerable part of my pregnancy on
methylprednisolone (a steroid) and had
monthly level two ultrasounds. I had
to withdraw from my classes and quit
working. I was barely able to take care
of my children or myself. It was a terrible
time in my life.
In January 2006, my daughter was born,
beautiful and healthy. My symptoms
never went away and I spent the next
few months trying to continue with
school at night, studying for the MCAT,
and taking care of my children during
the day, all while fighting against my
body and doctors who refused to listen.
By that summer, I had gotten to the
point that I was convinced that I would
end up on disability for the rest of my

life, or perhaps even worse. I had seen
just about every type of specialist that
exists to no avail. I finally saw a very
kind immunology and allergy physician
in Albany. After performing a number
of tests, he concluded that I might
have hidden Lyme disease and should
go see a physician in Boston who
specialized in the disease. I attempted
to contact the doctor several times, but
never received a call back. Desperate,
I once again began self-medicating
with some leftover amoxicillin that I
had. The response was nothing short
of miraculous. Within a few days, my
mind began to clear. But, along with
that, the pain in my body began to
change. Instead of the intense aching,
the pain became “cleaner and sharper”
and the pain in my head and neck that
I had experienced two years prior in the
hospital returned. I was experiencing
a Herxheimer reaction, which is a
worsening of symptoms caused by the
release of toxins by the dying bacteria.
I eventually went to see my primary
care physician who agreed with my
self-diagnosis and began prescribing
the medication for me. I was finally, after
more than two years, diagnosed and
being treated for Lyme disease.
Around this same time, my son began to
display alarming developmental delays.
He was started in Early Intervention
when he was 18-months-old and
began speech therapy and special
education and later physical therapy.
He had global developmental delays
and hypotonia (low muscle tone). He
developed reflux. He was irritable and
would often scream out at night as if he
were in pain, but no one could explain
why. By the age of two, he could not
even say “mama” and had begun to
socially withdraw. His therapist would
come to the house to work with him
and he would lie on the floor and close
his eyes. He refused to communicate
with them in any way. I came across a
study on Columbia’s Lyme Research
site and began to wonder. The study
was looking at the prevalence of a Lyme
induced Autism-like syndrome. The
children showed developmental delays
consistent with Autism symptoms, but
when they were treated with antibiotics,
they began to get better. Convinced that
this was the root of my son’s problems,
I took him to see a pediatric infectious
disease doctor at the local hospital. She
informed me that not only did congenital
continued on page 26
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We’re part of Your neighborhood
pump -n- pantry
Nicholson, Pa.
570-942-6900

Managers
Jim Tanzini (L) Alfred Wilkes (R)

Grab some Great Food and take your family fishing!
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Win a Free food plot from Buck Forage!
Just text the word foodplot to 22828
Free Outdoor Programming 24/7
No Subscription needed
Well Known Personalities
Free informational videos from the top
deer expert Dr. James C.Kroll
Free entertaining hunting videos
More big names joining all the time
Hunting Plots with Buckforage
Dr. Deer Channnel - Keith Warren AMS Bowfishing - All in Outdoors Mac & Prowler - Team Catfish - Patriot Channel

www.buckforagetv.com

Roger Gelatt		

570-633-2248

G’S
EXCAVATING

Montrose,Pa
Driveways * Land Clearing * Ponds
Foundations * Logging
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A WORD TO THE WISE
By Ken Bach

I

should start this story by
saying, “Do as I say, not as I did!”
A year ago in February, my son
and I drove to the Eastern Sports
and Outdoor Show. We talked
to a representative for “Mirage
Outfitters” and signed up for a
Caribou hunt in late September
early October. It was a hunt I’d
dreamed about going on since I
was a kid. I’ve wanted to witness
the migration firsthand and since
I’d seen hunts with “Mirage” on TV many times, I assumed
it would be a good outfit to go with for my first guided hunt.
 We elected to drive up to the main lodge and see some
new country. The border crossing was quick and easy and
the traffic that was bad was in Ottawa. The trip from home
took 25 hours. There were only two gas stations in the last ten
hours of the drive. The last four hours was on a good gravel
road. We arrived at the main lodge the evening before our
scheduled fly out to the hunting area. There were only two
people present when we got there. The receptionist asked
us if we wanted to eat and a guy we presumed to be the
cook through some leftovers in the microwave for us. Turned
out he was the owner, Luke, but never introduced himself.
 In their brochure it was suggested that you arrive a day
early with the room cost to be one hundred dollars. We later
found out they meant one hundred dollars and about fifty
dollars for breakfast and last night’s leftovers each.
Just before leaving the lodge we were informed that there
were no caribou in the camp area. Talk about a big surprise!
When the float plane arrived to take us out to the hunting
area, the group getting off told us to get our “wallets out” and
that the hunt sucked!
 We flew in a 1957 Otter and the 210-mile trip to the north
was pleasant. The landing and take offs were as smooth as
silk. We landed at a camp the guide called a _ _ _ _ hole.
Use your imagination why. There were six displeased hunters
already there in one of the shacks. We did have showers
and hot running water, some of which ran under us from the
cook’s shack next door. Our bathroom door was half a shower
curtain that was too short and too narrow for the opening. I’m
sure the guys on the bunks less than two feet away would
have preferred a real door while the toilet was in use.
There were two guides for twelve hunters, not one guide
for three hunters as promised. For two days we explored
on our own and it was obvious there were no caribou in the
area. When we signed up they made it sound like they would
fly you out to the caribou if there were none in the first area.
We found out that the group they flew into the herds a few

days prior to our arrival were charged $1600 USD each for
the fly out! Not at all what was discussed.
The twelve of us in camp bargained for less than half of
that price but no one was happy with the deal. Everyone was
led to believe that one flight out was included in the package.
The six hunters in the other shack flew out the day before we
were to hunt and returned to camp before dark with some
rather unimpressive racks, not all were successful.
 Our main interest was in shooting with our bows but since
the hunt was run so poorly we used our 270’s instead. I killed
two double shovel bulls and my son also got two bulls. Of
the seven hunters, we took twelve animals. My son packed
five caribou back to the plane plus the heads and capes. I
helped the guide butcher five animals and packed one back
for an older guy. We were told later that most guys don’t
help the guides.
The lack of preparation was apparent as they only had three
backpacks and only two guides. Our racks were supposed
to remain whole since we were not flying commercially. The
boss insisted they be split and then crammed all kinds of
garbage and us into the Otter for the trip back to the main
lodge the following day. This was one day short of the length
of the hunt we were promised.
There were two boats to fish out of but both had bad leaks
and only one motor would run.
 Looking back on the whole trip I should have gotten recent
references. Of the 18 or so hunters that I talked to, there
wasn’t one satisfied customer. If you plan a guided hunt it
would be wise to do some research. Our guide said that a
lot of what we had seen on TV was far from the way things
really happen. I’m sure all the big name people that hunt
those outdoor shows get a different level of service than the
average hunter.
 On our drive home we saw wolves, bears, lynx, silver fox
and a fisher which made the trip much more interesting. If
anyone reading this plans a guided hunt, make sure to do
your research before putting any money down.

My friend,
Marge Vollmer,
wanted to share her
“PROUD MOM”
moment...
Her son Joel’s
first turkey!
18 lbs 9” beard
1” spurs.
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Our Story continued

Lyme not exist, but there
was no way that I had Lyme
disease. We left her office
very quickly.
I began researching pediatric
Lyme disease further and
f o u n d D r. C h a r l e s R a y
Jones in New Haven, CT. I
immediately scheduled an
appointment with him. I took
my son to see Dr. Jones and
he started him on amoxicillin.
The response was once
again, miraculous.
My son went from being
completely non-verbal,
almost non-testable, and
most likely heading towards
an Autism diagnosis, to
virtually normal. We noticed a
change almost immediately.
It has only been about three
months since he started his
antibiotics and he now no

longer qualifies for Early
Intervention services. His
language, which had showed
profound delays, is now within
normal limits. He smiles and
laughs and hugs us. He is
just a different child now.
So, this is our story, our
truth. I know that there are
others out there with similar
stories. Until more research
is conducted and the disease
is better understood, there
will be even more who suffer.
These past few years have
been a powerful learning
experience for me. My hope
now is to spread the word
about the tragedy of Lyme
disease. We are in the midst
of an epidemic caused by a
bacteria more sophisticated
than our current technology
and a disease that most
doctors don’t understand. I
know that there are countless
people out there suffering the

way that we did; that are told
that they are “crazy” or who
simply have their symptoms
dismissed as nonsense. I
cannot be silent about our
experience and can only
hope than I can alert enough
people about this disease
so that they may not suffer
the way that we did. Please,

send this site to everyone you
know. Educate yourselves.
Ask questions. Don’t ever
doubt yourself. Don’t ever
give up for fighting for what
you believe. If I had given up
or had not had the strength to
fight and question everything,
my children and I would have
faced a very grim fate. I know
that we would not
be where we are
today. So, please,
don’t ever give up
fighting and help
me to spread the
word.

Visit www.freewebs.com/lymeandautism for more information.

We have all of your outdoor and hunting needs.
Personal service and quality products.
Check out our 40 yard indoor range!!

www.DeckersBows.com
Exit 201 Off I-81
Dalton, PA 18414
(570) 563-2499

Mon. Closed, Tue. 5:00pm - 10:00pm, Wed-Fri 2:00pm - 10:00pm
Sat. 10:00 am - 5:00 pm, Sun. noon - 5:00 pm

Bring in this ad
for a free round
in our indoor
3-D Range
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Deer–Vehicle
Collision Study
by
Jim Stickles

A

primary concern among deer hunters, wildlife
managers, and motorists is deer-vehicle collisions (DVCs).

In the U.S., DVCs account for approximately 1.5 million accidents totaling over $1 billion in damages and claiming the
lives of approximately 200 people each year. Pennsylvania
annually ranks among the top five states when it comes to
numbers of DVCs.
 As many of you know, I recently moved to Georgia to
work on getting my Master’s degree. My research involves
capturing 25 deer and monitoring their movements along a
major highway for a year.
We will then modify the
right-of-way fence by adding an outrigger that is angled at 45 degrees away
from the roadway, which
should prevent deer from
accessing the highway,
thus reducing DVCs. Trial
studies have shown this fence design to reduce deer crossing events by 90%! However, if deer do gain access to the
highway, this design works as a 1-way barrier so deer can
jump the fence back to safety.
This design is not new or revolutionary. In fact, it was
inspired by something similar used along I-80 in Pennsylvania in the late 1970s. Research conducted in PA concluded
that as long as the fence was properly maintained, it did a
good job at preventing deer from accessing the highway.
However, technology for monitoring deer in the 1970s was
not nearly as sophisticated as it is today. In the 1970s, research was limited to the winter and early spring because
researchers used tracks in the snow to determine if deer
had successfully crossed the fence. This meant that the
researchers did not examine deer crossing events during
a time period when crossing
events were most likely to
occur.
DVCs are highest in the
fall season; specifically, an
increase in DVCs starts in
October, peaks in November, and declines in December. It is no coincidence
that the largest peak for annual DVCs occurs during
the rut. Rutting activity provides strong motivation for
deer to cross roads. Another

smaller peak in DVCs occurs in the spring when vegetation along roadways first becomes available after winter
dormancy, providing a succulent and nutritious food source
after months of feeding on low nutrition browse. Also in the
spring, deer are attracted to remnant salt deposited along
the road’s edge from winter ice control.
 In my study, I will be using GPS collars that take a location once every hour for two years giving us about a year
of data both before and after the fence has been modified.
Additionally, my study area has at least one large culvert
where deer can pass safely under the highway. By monitoring the culvert with a trail camera before and after the fence
has been modified, we should be able to determine if the
design funnels deer to places where we want them to cross
rather than crossing anywhere they please.
 In terms of deer mortality, hunters are the #1 cause of
mortality of adult deer in PA, but DVCs are #2. Approximately 100,000 DVCs occur in Pennsylvania each year.
Figuring out how to reduce DVCs will help save lives, prevent property damage, and ensure there are more deer out
there for us to observe and hunt. Fencing might be a solution in areas that
meet specific criteria, but fencing
requires regular
maintenance.
The best way to
reduce DVCs is
to control deer
populations
in
problem
areas.
For wildlife managers, this typiJim Stickles with a deer fitted with a
cally means figGPS collar and ear tags
uring out how to
effectively manage deer herds in suburban areas. Suburban areas typically have limited hunting access, high deer
densities, and high traffic volume, which is the perfect set
of conditions for DVCs to occur. However, suburban deer
management is a topic for another day. For now, please
drive carefully, and try to avoid becoming a DVC statistic.

DON’T be Confused....
3 Simple Food Plot choices
for success
BUCK FORAGE OATS
BUCK FORAGE CLOVER
BUCK FORAGE CHICORY
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